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A Historical Meeting

In the beginning of 1996, Brazil and the world had been surprised at the

notice of that a extraterrestrial ship had caused an accident in the city of

Varginha, in the south of the State of Minas Gerais, and that some of its

members of the crew had been collected for the authorities. In this time I

lived in the locality of Itaipava, a district of the city of Petrópolis, in the

interior of Rio De Janeiro. I remember perfectly as, in a night of sunday,

when attending the Fantastic program, of the Net Globe, I had the first

contact with this fascinating history. The news article disclosed that two

adolescents, the sisters Liliane and Valquíria Silva, together with a older

friend, Kátia Xavier, when passing for a strip of land in the quarter Andere

Garden, of Varginha, with the objective to take shortcut to arrive more early

at the house where they lived, had found a creature of monstrous aspect

bending in the neighborhoods of the wall of a workshop mechanics. The

being "was not nor man, nor animal", had said. When being interviewed by

the program, the witnesses still visibly were shaken. They had found

something very special. According to them, the creature had brown skin

viscose, enormous eyes of red color, and three lumps in the superior part of

the head, that was sufficiently voluminous. They had not noticed signals that

indicated the existence of mouth or nose. The creature still presented many

jumped veins, mainly in the shoulders, and its feet were proportionally great.

The being seemed not to feel itself well, giving the impression to be torpid.
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In few seconds, the three witnesses had left crying in direction to the house

of the sisters, imagining, among others things, to have joined the devil... The

news article made mention, still, the rumors that ran in the city, according to

which the mysterious creature had been captured for military and passed by

one of the hospitals of Varginha, before being removed of the locality. These

information make reference to reference the participation of members of the

Body of Firemen, local Army and of the Military Policy. The lawyer and

ufólogist Frank Ubirajara Rodrigues, then co-publisher of Magazine UFO

and resident in the same quarter where the fact occurred, interviewed for the

Fantastic one, already declared that "some thing of very important seemed to

be being hidden". But, frankly, in this my first contact with history, I did not

arrive to be made an impression. However, with passing of the days, I

finished telephoning for Ubirajara and my perception things slowly started

them if to modify. We were in the threshold of an inquiry that would go to

disclose one of the cases most important of the world-wide Ufology.

Bribe Proposal

In the following months, I visited Varginha to help and to participate of the

inquiries, always the invitation of Ubirajara, without a doubt one of the

talents of the Brazilian Ufology. My first visits to the city occurred in 03 of

May, with the objective to participate of a invited the last information

obtained for Ubirajara and Vitório Pacaccini would be passed to, member of

the Center of Civil Inquiry of Objetos Aéreos Não Identificados

(CICOANI), hosted in Belo Horizonte, that already if had incorporated the

inquiries, collaborating with the varginhian researcher. When I arrived at the

road of the city I was received by Pacaccini, that readily placed me along
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with a true bomb. Few days before, Luísa Helena Silva and its children,

Liliane and Valquíria, primary witnesses of the case, had received the visit

of four men dresses from tender dark, that had not wanted to identify

themselves. The central objective of this contact was simply to present a

proposal of bribe to the family. The men were made use to pay the money

that was necessary so that the children contradicted the case, or either, that

they denied to have sighted the creature in day 20 of January. They had said

that they would come back later knowing the reply. They had still informed

that, in case that accepted, they would be led to give an interview to a

television channel of the city, so that they contradicted its previous

depositions. It was evident that the demoralization of the case, based had a

project aiming at in the first witnesses - in the same way that he had

occurred 50 years before with the Roswell Case.

A historical meeting

In the morning of 04 of May, the investigators invited had started to arrive,

and readily the quarrels had started. In that afternoon it is that the pertinent

decisions most important to the information had been taken that would be

passed to the representatives of the press of some periodicals, nets of

television and radios gifts, that waited anxious for an official uprising of the

involved ones in the research. For return of 15h00, in way to the debates,

Pacaccini came inside and wanted me to follow him. We were quickly of car

until the road of Varginha, therefore one of the main military witnesses, who

already were collaborating with the inquiries, was arriving at the city. The

military man already had given deposition before, but nothing he had been

recorded. Ahead of the relevance of its information, it it had been convinced
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to give a new deposition, that of this time would be recorded in secret and

secretly of its superiors. My mission was exactly to record its deposition, to

the being interviewed for Pacaccini. The writing was carried through in a

immovable vacated insurance and. It was a local insurance for such act,

since the city was in polvorosa and the officers of the School of Sergeants of

Armas (ESA), which had left the soldiers who had captured the creatures,

was vigilant so that no subordinate of the institution disclosed the truth.

Thus, during approximately 45 minutes, I attended an impressive history.

This witness had had direct contact with one of the creatures and had

participated of the military convoy that removed it of the city, already

deceased. She was the first time in the history of the Brazilian Ufology that

such fact occurred. After to leave the military man again in the road of

Varginha, Pacaccini it took me until the neighborhoods of the audience, an

annex of the residence of Ubirajara at the time, where she was being carried

through the meeting, and was to search Luísa owner and its children also to

participate. When returning to the meeting, I took knowledge of that many

of the ufólogist colleagues were against the spreading of the names of the

involved military in the operations, obtained through our military witnesses.

I displayed the Claudeir and the Ubirajara that hardly we would have

another chance as that one and I argued that, if we somewhat really did not

present to the importance journalists on the case, hardly they would return in

one another occasion, how much we had new revelations to make. The two

researchers had the same position accurately, and decide to ignore the

opinions of the majority of the ufólogists. Some small details would be

omitted only that could serve to identify the military witnesses, placing them

in risk.
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Some minutes after the debates between ufólogists, Ubirajara opened the

audience to the reporters and owner Luísa Helena and its children had been

presented to the press, giving one detailed deposition on the bribe attempt

who had suffered. Soon after that, the researcher Claudeir Covo, co-

publisher of UFO, read a manifesto signed for members of 10 of the main

groups of research of the country, reaffirming the importance of the case,

that including other possible witnesses to look the researchers. After that,

Pacaccini divulged the basic details of the episode and the names of some of

the military of the involved ESA in the operations. In the chance, lieutenant-

colonel Olímpio Vanderlei cited Saints, that, according to deposition that I

had finished to record, would have been the commander of the operations.

He still mentioned himself to captain Ramirez and Tibério lieutenant, of the

Policy of the Army, also citing Pedrosa sergeant, the Vassal handle and

Cirilo soldiers and Of Melo.

To play to make Ufology

It was evident for that it was if making history in the Brazilian Ufology, and

all the gifts, of one forms or another one, were part of it - exactly those that

had voted against the spreading of the names of the military, fearing some

retaliation. In that one same night, the TV reporters of the local senders had

all placed in air the fact, citing the names of some of the military of the

involved ESA in the operations of capture and transport of the creatures. To

leave of that day it was clearly that the main researchers of the case were not

"playing to make Ufology", as guaranteed Ubirajara, moments before the
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end of the meeting with the journalists. In this declaration it had, it is clearly,

a certain degree of disillusionment with those friends who were not made

use to assume bigger responsibilities and had been contrary to the spreading

of the names of the military. The reaction of the military did not delay: they

had marked for 08 of May an uprising of the command of the School of

Sergeants of the Weapons. Already we knew that everything would be

denied by them, but did not count on the lack of ability demonstrated for the

command of the institution to deal with the problem. It was miserable.. In

the marked day, the brigadier general Sergio Peter Rabbit Rasp, commander

of the ESA, read a note of few lines, whose text rejected any envolvement of

its same contingent or of resources of the institution with the case. He did

not convince. One of the reporters, not satisfied, asked to the general where

they were the military cited for the ufólogists in the days where the

denounced facts would have occurred. In reply, the general simply said that

"they were working in favor of the Army and of the Nation". Questioned if

he could prove this, limited itself to answer it with another question: "to

prove for who" The same reporter insisted, therefore the intention of the

military not to clarify the facts was visible. General Lima said then that he

did not have that to prove nothing to nobody and if he left.

Covering it up

To leave of that date it was clearly, at least for part of the press, that

something of serious was being hidden. General Lima would not come back

to speak public on the case. Looked days later for journalist Goulart de

Andrade for an interview, according to proper journalist, Rasp would have
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said that he receives orders from Brasilia for more not pronouncing itself.

But something very left-hand side would be being planned inside of the

ESA, to stifle the propagation of the case, a maneuver that if would show

harmless, face to the volume of evidences accumulated for the ufólogists.

From that he had been divulged in the meeting of 04 of May, also it was

evident for the command of the ESA that, despite the pressures that made for

the maintenance of the secrecy around the Varginha Case, members of its

contingent so were not made use to keep the cover up how much it was

imagined. In the vision of such command, something needed to be made.

Thus, on the other hand, it was necessary to identify our informers, those

that were collaborating with the civil investigators, and, for another one, to

create a type of mechanism that exerted at the same time bigger pressure on

that they had something really to disclose and to attenuate the impact of a

public declaration of one of the involved ones directly with the facts. The

ESA was working against the clock. To leave of these necessities, an

internal investigation in the institution was started in day 10 of May, through

would carry to militate number 033-AJ-G2. The document that created it, to

which we had access recently, through one of our military informers, is

signed by the proper commander of the institution, general Lima. For

incredible that it can seem, the first pages of this documentation, will have

been examined without well-taken care of greater, can give to understand

that it was created so that the command of the ESA obtained to discover if

its members and equipment had had or not linking with the facts denounced

for the ufólogist. For example, if they had carried or not a extraterrestrial

creature out of the city of Varginha. But it will be that general Lima needed

this investigation to have answers of this type? He is clearly that not! Two
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days before, in its uprising to the journalists, an attempt to convince them

that everything did not pass of a fancy, general Lima already had affirmed

that no member of the contingent of the same institution or any on resources

to the ESA had had any form of participation in the facts that were being

divulged for the press.

Some Involved Institutions in the Varginha Case: the Body of Firemen of

the city and the School of Sergeants of Armas (ESA), of where they had left

the men whom the beings had captured. And the hospitals Regional of the

South of Mines and Humanitas, both of Varginha, for where the second

creature was taken

Irritation of the military

The most interesting and illustrative part of this document, is on to the

depositions supposedly given by some military who had had, according to

our sources, envolvement in the operations of capture and transport of the

creatures for is of Minas Gerais, or in the process of cover up. These

depositions would have been given to colonel Renê Jairo Fagundes,

responsible for the related investigation - another directly involved name

with the case and the politics of secrecy of the ESA, that had still not been

divulged. Apparently, according to documentation the one that we had

access, all the deponents had had that to answer if they knew or they had had

some type of contact with the Ubirajara researchers Rodrigues and Vitório

Pacaccini. The military also disclosed where they were in the dates and

hourly critics related to the case, and what they made at these moments,

what she was one of the investigations that general Lima does not answer in
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the interview to the press. These pages still inform, in general terms, the

name of witnesses - generally other military - that presumption could

confirm the version do deponent. It is not very difficult of if imagining,

speculating on a little, that the procedures of this investigation had been

inspired in good part in the done questionings to general Lima for already

mentioned journalist who interpellated it (on what they were making the

military in the dates and schedules divulged for the ufologists), that left it so

irritated. Most impressive it is an information that we receive from another

source, that served during many years in the ESA and today it inhabits in the

north of the country. According to it, at least part of depositions constant in

such investigation, that they constitute the documentation the one that we

had access, was not given in the literal meaning. In accordance with our new

source, would not pass inside of a part of bred fiction of the process of cover

up, developed so that the involved military with history - mainly the ones

who had clear inferiors - signed and if they compromised to the politics of

secrecy. Still according to such informer, whose name still cannot be

disclosed, it had a fear on the part of the command of the ESA of that one or

more of the involved military in the Varginha Case if disconnect of the

Army and disclosed the truth. If this happened, at least in the vision limited

of that they had imagined and they developed the idea of the investigation,

the Army would have in hands one another version to be used in defense of

the "official truth". These documents present details as the filiation of the

deponents, the numbers of its military identities and its declaration before

the sindicante, Fagundes colonel. But they are not signed, or better, are not

the signed copies, that we imagine to have later been filed. For example, in

the referring page to the presumption deposition of the commander of the
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operations, the lieutenant-colonel Saints, some questions exist whose

answers are not printed, what it does not happen in the referring pages to the

too much deponents. The adequate answers had not still been established?

This everything fortifies the idea that our as collaborating one, related to this

aspect of the case, is same saying the truth. We place ourselves ahead of a

part of fiction, but of serious consequences. Of something with double

purpose: to preserve the official version of the ESA and to make pressure on

the members of its contingent. This pressure, in contrast of the document

that generated it, is not fiction.

Reconstitution of history

In 05 of May of 1996, following day to the one of the meeting where we

divulge for the first time names of members of the involved ESA in the case,

several of them would have been imprisoned, confined in its installations.

The curious one in this history is that, in the military vision of the command

of the ESA, our informers, who had given its depositions voluntariamente,

they had that to be always enters clear the lowest ones. With passing of the

months, other military had appeared of the Army, of the Brazilian Air Force,

firemen and members of the Military Policy of Minas Gerais, beyond a

expressive number civilians, all contrary to the cover up process, that had

passed in helping to reconstitute the history gradually. We knew through
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another military witness, a radar operator of Rio De Janeiro, that, since the

1995 end, UFOs came being detected each time with more frequency flying

over the south of Mines. According to him, this activity grew still more from

day 13 of January of 1997. In this date, according to pilot of ultralight Carlos

de Souza, an not identified flying object and of metallic appearance, in cigar

form, fell in a next farm to the Fernão Highway Days, enters the cities of

Varginha and Three Hearts. Souza was the new witness of the case, located

for the ufologist Claudeir Covo. It alleges to still have observed the device in

flight, in flames, that the trajectory of the route followed until the

presumption place of the collision. When arriving at the point of impact,

situated in the Maiolino Farm, he would have found military of the Army

collecting the pieces. According to pilot, who if directed to a place where a

championship of ultralight would happen, had in the place two trucks, a

military ambulance and a helicopter - but no signal of the possible occupants

of the device. Souza still alleges that, to the being noticed for the military, it

was taken from the area and later followed. When stopping in a gas station

of the Fernão Days, he was boarded for a person not identified, who had

fond of the place with a companion, both in an car Opal.

Fall of the confirmed UFO

The citizen approached the pilot and "he suggested" that he forgot what he

had seen. In the reality, according to witness, had more of the one than a

simple suggestion: a tone of threat in air. Souza preferred to follow the

advice, remaining in silence during some months, until, reading a substance

on the case, of authorship of Covo, decided to look the researcher and to tell

the occurred one. In relation to the fall of a not terrestrial ship in Varginha,
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other confirmations of its unequivocal occurrence exist, between them

military witnesses who had also disclosed to have seen to arrive at the ESA

two trucks loading the metallic fragments. This not to say of the depositions

of Mr. Eurico de Freitas and its wife, Oralina owner, who had informed to

have observed, next to the city, in a dawn of that week, a flying object in

form of cylinder and metallic aspect, apparently with problems, flying low e

freeing something similar to smoke. But, if the first references to the fall of

the object are related to day 13 of January, all the witnesses until today

disclose that the first creature was only captured in the morning of day 20,

more accurately to 10h30, for members of the Body of Firemen, in the

quarter Garden Andere de Varginha. They had participated of its capture,

according to our sources, Palhares sergeant, the Rubens handle, soldiers

Nivaldo and Santos. It was also in the place the proper commander of the

firemen of Varginha, major Maciel, who would be transferred in the

following days to the city of Wells of Caldas (MG). The creature visibly was

wounded , after its capture, made with the aid of a net, was transferred to a

wooden box and withdrawal of the city in the interior of a truck of the Army.

In July of 1999, I was invited to make a lecture for a group of the Order

Rosacruz de Poços de Caldas, for where the commander of the Body of

Firemen of Varginha had been after transferred the capture of one of the

beings. In the chance, I was interviewed by the main periodicals of the city,

that had given ample have detached to my research on the Varginha Case.

During one of these interviews, the journalist who carried through it could

not count on the presence do photographer and hours later looked no hotel to

me where it was housed, to get some photos mine for the substance, that

would be published no following day. After completing its work, I was
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questioned by exactly on my vision regarding the case. For my surprise, then

after that, the professional disclosed to me that, after the transference of

Maciel for Wells, if had become close of the military man and already was

commenting with it on the case occurred in the south of Mines.

Aliens whitened with gun

As this photographer confidenciou me, in one definitive day the commander

confirmed to it that history was really true and that, in general terms, did not

differ very from the one that the proper press had divulged through the

researchers. Still in accordance with the youngster, Maciel would have said

that, if it passed that information for third, the fireman evidently would deny.

Beyond this new part in the break-head, others two depositions had added

more temper to the case, of a military man remodelled and of a civilian. In

accordance with they, for return of 14h00 of 20 of January, members of the

Army had made a search in a situated bush between the quarters Garden

Andere and Santana. Two shots had been heard and in question of seconds

the military had left the bush. Two of them were loading campaign bags,

inside of one of which had something that if moved, while, in as, although to

contain some thing of the same size, movement was not noticed. Some

researchers suggest that more two creatures had been located and captured,

perhaps reached to detonations. But still definitive evidences do not exist

that allow this interpretation. Of any form, for return of 20h00 of that day,

two military policemen of the intelligence service had located and captured

another creature, also torpid and in the same quarter of the city. Everything

seems to indicate that this as to be it was the same that had been seen in the

afternoon of that day for Liliane, Valquíria and the Kátia friend. Some of the
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aspects most important of the Varginha Case are related to this being that,

according to depositions, was after lead the capture for the Regional

Hospital of the south of Mines, situated in the center of the city, and hours

later transferred to the Humanitas Hospital, where finished for falecer.

According to civil and military witnesses, all the efforts had been

accomplished to keep it with life. Beyond the witness that I knew personally,

whose writing of the deposition in video I was the responsible one, Ubirajara

and Pacaccini had obtained another story, also recorded in video, on this

aspect of the case. The deposition was given by another soldier of the Army,

that also participated of the responsible convoy for the withdrawal of the

creature of the city. Through this ribbon, we could see that the military man

visibly was shaken with what he witnesses. Speaking clearly, never saw a

face to express as much terror. As others, this military witness also visibly

was frightened, and some did not make question to hide this in its deposition

to the ufologists. Such military had described the creatures that Liliane,

Valquíria and Kátia in the same way, giving still more credibility to the civil

depositions. Operation of withdrawal had confirmed the participation na da

creature do Humanitas Hospital, among other soldiers, captain Ramirez,

Tibério lieutenant, Pedrosa sergeant, the handles Vassalo and Welber, and

the soldier Of Melo. It was still present, according to our military sources, in

the interior of the proper hospital, lieutenant-colonel Olímpio Vanderlei

Saints, that commanded the operations.

According to facts raised for the ufologists, this second creature also was

lead, such as the first one, for the School of Sergeants of the Weapons. In the
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dawn of 23 of January both would have been led for one another convoy for

the city of Campinas (SP). After to pass for the Preparatory School of Cadets

of the Army, had been transferred to the University of Campinas (Unicamp),

where at least one of them was delivers to the medical legal expert Fortunato

Badan Palhares. But although terms two civil witnesses who guarantee the

envolvement of Palhares inquestionavelmente, it public continue denying

any form of envolvement with history, what a surprise cannot be considered.

With passing of some weeks, other creatures presenting the same aspects

apparently had been found by civilians, in different points of the region. The

first one of them was detected by Mrs. Terezinha Gallo Clepf, wife of one of

the known politicians more of the region, during a party carried through in

the Paiquerê Restaurant, that is inside of the Zoo of Varginha, in the night of

21 of April. Terezinha owner informed that the creature presented great eyes

of colored color, apparently without luminous pupils and. Its mouth did not

pass of a small horizontal trace. Practically, the nose did not give to notice

itself and the skin of the being had a dark brown coloration. It still presented

a golden helmet involving its head, that differentiated it of the captured

beings. Presumption ET was total immovable. Its eyes, however, opened and

closed. Still according to Terezinha owner, that being was only the 5 m of

distance of varanda of the restaurant, for where if it had directed alone.

Deaths in the zoo

On strong emotional impact, it it entered in the hall where she was carried

through the party and it asked for its husband to take it even so, only

disclosing its experience later. Curiously, in the days that had preceded the

event, some animals had died in mysterious way, in the same zoo, that,
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although to have its vísceras studied, is not known of that had died. "any

signal was not found that justified the happened one", Ubirajara declared. In

May of 1996, few days after the incident with Terezinha owner, plus a

creature presenting similarity with the previously described ones was

sighted, of this time apparently trying to cross the road that binds Three

Hearts to the Varginha neighbor. The witness was student Ildo Lúcio

Gardino and the meeting happened when it passed well with its car in front

of the property of where the couple Eurico and Oralina had the avistamento

of a ship in spindle form, in the January month. The more controversial

aspect most delicate and at the same time of the case, however, is, without a

doubt, the death of the military policeman Landmark Eli Chereze, one of the

integrant ones of the intelligence service that they had participated of the

capture of the second creature, occured in the night of 20 of January. Soon in

the first months of the inquiries, they had generalized after to have had direct

contact with one of the beings. Due to gravity of the situation, the subject

was dealt with all the care for the involved researchers in the inquiry, while

Ubirajara Rodrigues searched more information. The ufologist confirmed in

a civil notary's office where they are registered deaths in Varginha, that a

policeman had really deceased little time after the capture of the creatures.

Ubirajara obtained a copy of the death certificate and, through the constant

information in exactly, it could locate the family of the youngster.

Gradually, it was being clearly that one of the involved military in the

collect of the second creature had been the deceased. One same used military

witness previously declared that it had contact with related members of the

Army with the youngster died, and that these had disclosed that, in that

night, at the moment of the capture, the creature would have sketched a light
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reaction and the policeman would have touched without gloves in its left

arm. For some of its friends, it he had been contaminated in some way.

Family Chereze the Landmark obtained, initially, to only open an inquiry in

the local police station, to select possible medical responsibilities that would

have led to its death. The relatives had made this because, few days after 20

of January, had appeared one boil in one of the armpits of the soldier,

extracted soon after that in the dependences of the proper quarter of the

corporation. What more it called the attention the family of Chereze was the

total lack of information on the state of health and the death of the

youngster. It was embedded , exactly thus, months later, nobody wise person

accurately the reasons of its death. The proper commission agent of

Varginha that presided over the inquiry, although its insistence before the a

military corporation where Chereze served, did not obtain to have access to

the on official documentation to the autopsy of the soldier. The tax evasion

of information on such fact is simply a disrespect to the family.

Isolation and death

When the Varginha Case only completed one year, in 20 of January of 1997,

after to denounce public the cover up of plus this serious part of the break-

head, in way to a meeting with the press, is that the involved family,

commission agent and researchers had had access to the finding. According

to its content, Chereze died in virtue of an infection generalized in its

organism. The policeman would have fond in house, in a certain night after

the capture of the creature, feeling strong pains in the coasts. It started to

present a gradual process of paralysis, beyond fever. Had to the aggravation

of its state, he finished being taken for the Good Hospital Shepherd, where
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he was practically isolated of the family, remaining interned per some days.

Its familiar ones - in special its sister Marta Antônia Tavares, who went with

more frequency to the hospital - did not obtain to enter at least in contact

with the responsible doctor for the treatment of Chereze, much less to

discover which age its illness. Few days after its internment, the soldier

finally was transferred to the Regional Hospital of the south of Mines, also

in Varginha, accurately the same for where proper it would have led, in the

night of 20 of January, the creature whom he captured. Chereze was taken

directly for the Center of Intensive Treatment of the institution, where its

envolvement with the extraterrestrial being came to after died accurately to

11h00 of the day 15 of February - 26 days. Although to have been done all

the possible tests and examinations, in search of a diagnosis, the truth is that

this was not obtained the time, as declared the proper commission agent who

presided over the inquiry, in its report to the judge. Simply, the doctors who

had treated Chereze did not know as to fight the illness that it had. Later that

we divulge details regarding its death to the present press in the meeting that

marked the first anniversary of the case, the command of the Military Policy

of Minas Gerais contradicted the facts published here immediately - also that

Chereze was of service in the night of day 20 of January. This despite the

family declaring the the opposite with vehemence. In this point of the

narrative, it is important to remember that he was exactly the creature joined

and captured by the policeman who also left deceased such meeting, after

some days of internment in one another hospital of the city, the Humanitas.

It would have some linking between these deaths? What to say of the

animals that faleceram in the zoo of Varginha, in the days that had preceded

the avistamento of one third creature? How they are part of this tram? They
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are questions for which still we do not have answers. It seems clearly for this

author, however, that the death of Chereze can have if transformed into the

more dangerous part less controlable and of the cover up process tax for the

military of the ESA and the Brazilian Army. .

A familiar tragedy

I more recently knew the widower of Landmark Eli Chereze and its children,

personages who add a particularly dramatical value to the history of the

Varginha Case. When we observe the episode in the angle of the involved

ones, see that it a familiar tragedy and wake up for the fact of that already it

is hour to perceive that the victims of this in case that they are not only of a

side of history. No matter how hard they were different of each one of us,

the creatures captured in Varginha are fruit of a similar evolution process to

that we had, that apparently he spread over the universe. The beings

collected for the Army had, such as we, legs, arms, trunk and head. The

octopuses were not monsters of similar tentáculos, nor had claws as crab,

types so divulged in hollywood films of scientific fiction. But if very already

we know on the case, I have the clear perception in the same way, that the

ufologists partners Ubirajara Rodrigues and Claudeir Covo, who probably

we do not have knowledge at least of 30% of all history. Each one of our

main military witnesses, for example, had knowledge only of the facts where

he was involved directly. Inside of the School of Sergeants of the Weapons,

the military institution that commanded the operations in the south of Mines,

was forbidden to speak in the subject - the disobedience would be punished

with summary arrest of the infractor. Most of its contingent never stopped

contact with the information on the case, that were in being able solely of the
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command of the institution. The subject reached a level of security so raised

that cover ups maneuvers had been co-ordinated by members of the

intelligence of the Army, during the proper operations. One of the things

most difficult of the Varginha Case was that the truth had that to be hidden

not alone of the population, but also of the biggest possible number of

military of the proper ESA. Some officers of high patent withheld control of

the information, probably those 70% that the ufologists had never obtained

to get, although its efforts. The brigadier general Sergio Peter Rabbit Rasp,

commander of the institution, controlled the flow of data with iron hands,

although a visible ineptitude will deal with the press. Some of its assistant

right-handers also would be involved in the maneuvers of cover up of

information, that include repression to the military of general form. Another

military man of high involved patent with the episodes in the south of Mines

is the vice commander of the ESA at the time of the facts, colonel João Luiz

Penha de Moura, whose identity only rare times was related to the case.

Until then, the ufologists did not have on its name to the capture of

extraterrestrial beings in the region. While much people still believed that

the Varginha Case was something comic and reason of joke, as it

characterized the episode of the program Casseta & Planeta, people was

being pressured, threatened and until canine tooth - and not only to that if it

relates to the episode of 05 of May, already told.

Threatening phone calls

Captain Alvarenga, who had substituted major Maciel in the command of

the Body of Firemen of the city, then after to give an interview, the same had

destination of the military of low patent cited by Pacaccini in our meeting of
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04 of May. This not to speak of threats guarded, through mysterious phone

calls, that the main investigators of the case had received - something from

the biggest gravity, that never had been published before and that now I

divulge against the express will of the Ubirajara friend, only of all the

involved ufologists with the episode that inhabits in Varginha. The phone

calls were made by people still not identified, who had the clear intention to

intimidate the researchers. Another thing that had not been divulged before

is that the ufologists Ubirajara and Pacaccini had been invited and had

appeared in the ESA to give depositions, where had guaranteed that they

would continue to defend the reality of the case. Ubirajara, also, informed

the military who, as much this author how much Claudeir Covo, we were

ready to make the same if we were invited - or summoned. But, by reasons

that we are unaware of, this was not considered necessary and we were

never called. The attempts of bribe of witnesses, the persecution and

pressure to the same ones, threats and arrests and the tragic Landmark death

Eli Chereze - that it did not arrive to know its two children -, nothing of this

are joke or reason for humorístic programs. Face of this everything, I believe

that it is hour to assume in definitive way the objective of our lives. We are

part of an initiated movement has many centuries, that something searchs

sufficiently simple, but capable to change history of our civilization: the

truth. Many had died for it and had kept lighted its flame. Giordano Bruno,

burnt alive for the Inquisition for declaring the existence of other inhabited

worlds, continues between us, while its executioners had dived in the

blackout and forgetting. Metaforically speaking, we are still today

constructing one high building, and more early or later somebody will be

able to arrive at the last floor from new witnesses who will be appearing.
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Certainly, its vision of the case will be more complete of the one than the

one that we have today. The important one, however, is to continue

believing the force of the evidences, and to perceive that a bigger direction

in all exists in general the tram formed for the break-head represented for the

Varginha Case and the Ufology. This tram involves witnesses, contacted

and searching, and no matter how hard still if it does not give account, our

proper humanity.

Position of independence

It is hour of our Armed Forces definitively to assume a position of

independence in relation to the world-wide politics of cover up, today under

the exclusive command of the North American interests, and will develop

one proper politics of preparation of our population how much to the reality

of Phenomenon UFO. It is hour of the Federal Government to give a step to

the front and if to join to Chile and Uruguay, to cite nations of our continent,

as well as Mexico and only to recognize the importance of the subject for the

society. Is this that the Brazilian ufologists want to ask for through the

UFOs campaign: Freedom of Information Already, that Magazine UFO

promotes. We are in approaching to something extremely important for all,

who will change of definitive way our history, our vision it universe, of the

life and, over all, our destination as humanity


